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Abstract
Using a root finder procedure to obtain t  were we use an inflaton value due to use of a scale factor Here, the idea would be, to make the following equivalence, namely look at, [1] as well as our own derivation
We furthermore, make the assumption of a minimum radius of [2, 3] 
We will initially be assuming that the Cosmological constant remains as it is today, and not refer to the situation given in [4] as given by Park et. al, where the initial value of the cosmological constant could be much higher initially.
This Eq.
(1) will be put as the minimum value of r, where we have in this situation [5, 6] 
And if M is the total space-time energy mass, for initial condition [5,6, where ~ĩ nitial graviton S n initial graviton count (4) M then will be defined by the mass of a massive graviton [7] , times, the graviton count, as given in (4) and the modified uncertainty principle, [3] 
This will lead to
Whereas if

Today
  
, Eq. (6) likely will not hold, and we also state that Eq. (6) is a violation of the Penrose singularity theorem as written up in [8] , whereas we also have that we are using the Padmanbhan results as given in [9, 10, 11 ] to the effect that we are employing
While adhering to a potential in line with
We next then go to the results given in [9] which have been become an approved for publication by JHEPGC.
Examination of the minimum time step, in Pre-Planckian Space-time as a Root of a Polynomial Equation.
We initiate our work, citing [9] to the effect that we have a polynomial equation for the formation of a root finding procedure for
From here, we then cited, in [9] , using [6] 
This leads to the following, namely in [9] we make our treatment of the existence of causal structure, as given by writing its emergence as contingent upon having
The rest of this article will be contingent upon making the following assumptions. FTR That we will drop most of the terms in the expansion of Eq. (9) and instead of a huge infinite expansion of terms, pick instead using If we make use of the Peebles relationship [12] of what would be occurring just before and at the start of expansion of the universe, i.e. the causal structure as given by [9] as, using the Keiffer result of [13] 
CONSEQUENCES, In terms of the minimum scale factor
We then use the Peebles result [12] for the strain of space-time at the START of expansion result of The key result is that we have a quadratic expression for the t  term, as indicated by (12) with the result that there is a solvable expression in terms of t  , so that then, we can take the square of the terms of Eq. (14) with using the expression of Eq. (7) above, in order to obtain after using an expansion of Ln x, ( if 0<x<2) from [14] to get, then, after algebra 
?
The second case to consider would be if we have, instead of today's version of the cosmological constant, a large valued initial cosmological constant, in which then
